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purpose 

asisa’s enterprise and supplier development initiatives exist 

to grow small and medium enterprises for impact. we build smes 

that support our funders’ value chains, create jobs and move society 

forward to create a brighter future for our country.

vision 

our vision is to create meaningful and sustainable 

shared value for our funders, enterprises and nation 

through the smes we grow and support.

mission

we invest in the growth of  smes with the potential 

to create far reaching impact through an innovative combination 

of  tailored business acceleration and investment support.
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development is
good For business.”

world business council For sustainable development



For the asisa enterprise and supplier development Funds the 

2020 financial year once again saw collaboration as the tone 

which underpinned the initiative’s activities, performance and 

impact. the year saw an unprecedented amount of activity 

including the implementation of new funding products for 

smes, raising and deployment of additional capital and the 

growth in total sme investees supported.

the key objectives for the 2020 financial year were to:

 … continue to support asisa members by providing 

an optimal solution for enterprise and supplier 

development loan and investment capital

 … source and fund appropriate smes which require 

growth capital in a sustainable way

 … provide access to market to these investees through 

the asisa membership, while adding diversity to 

asisa members’ supply chain

 … provide hands-on, bespoke non-financial support to 

investee companies to give them the best chance of 

scaling sustainably

since inception in 2013, the funds have invested over 

r327mn into 34 smes, creating over 441 jobs in the process 

to-date. the funds have collaborated with numerous 

partners in the past year, including:

 … greencape and the university of cape towns, 

bertha centre for social innovation and 

entrepreneurship through the green outcomes Fund 

which will focus on sourcing and funding suitable 

businesses in the green economy and targeting 

additional job creation

 … a number of international government dFi’s through 

the provision of risk mitigating capital, allowing the 

funds to take on additional risk and create greater 

impact without putting sustainability in jeopardy

 … the Johannesburg stock exchange (Jse) in 

developing and implementing a guarantee product 

for emerging black stock brokers to improve their 

capital adequacy, 

allowing them to grow by 

trading higher volumes 

without introducing 

additional risk into the 

financial system

 … the south african institute 

of chartered accountants 

(saica) through the 

implementation of a 

pilot programme for the 

provision of support in 

improving the financial 

management of investee companies

 … industry asset allocators in supporting emerging 

black-owned private equity and multi-manager fund 

management businesses

 … numerous mentors and other specialists through the 

provision of non-financial business development support

a primary focus for the funds through the upcoming year 

will be supporting current and future investees through 

the covid-19 pandemic and its social and economic 

implications. this will include support for investees in 

distress as well as providing growth funding to businesses 

well positioned to grow during this time, such as those in 

the healthcare and technology sectors.

we would like to say a special thanks to the asisa 

members through their ongoing support to the funds 

through the provision of capital, due diligence insight and 

access to market, as well as their governance support via 

the board and investment committees.

we look forward to creating more impact into the new 

financial year, especially in these unprecedented times.

investment
overview

greg mcdonald
Por tfolio Head
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amanda urban
Head of  Programmes

acceleration
overview

For the asisa esd manco, 

the 2020 financial year was 

a significant year in which 

collaboration has stood out 

as being key to programme 

delivery and assisting smes 

to grow and develop. 

it has been a busy year with 

12 programmes running with 

an equal 50/50 split between 

esd and intermediary 

programmes.

it has been a strong year for building key relationships 

with clients, service providers and the smes we work 

with in order to obtain the same goal – growing smes. 

the key objectives for the year were to:  

 … deliver impactful business development support 

across the intermediaries and smes

 … design bespoke programmes to meet the growing 

needs of the sponsors supply chain 

 … source and onboard supply chain fit smes onto the 

programmes

 … renew programmes for longevity and sme support 

longer than 12 months

 … ensure sponsors objectives were met both from an ed 

and sd perspective 

the manco worked with over 132 smes and 

intermediaries over the last year, which was our biggest 

reach to date, creating 51 jobs and supporting over 820 

jobs – an achievement we are very proud of.

we have had the privilege of partnering with the 

following sponsors to deliver the programmes: 

 … sanlam: 5th year of the esd and intermediary 

programme. Focused on supply chain linked businesses 

and bluestar businesses. 

 … inseta: sd and intermediary programme. biggest 

intake to date with 30 smes and 30 brokers. 

 … outsurance Kwande programme: two streams 

focused on towing and mbr businesses 

 … iFa programme: an industry initiative partnering 

with allan gray, coronation, investec asset 

management and prudential to deliver a two-

pronged programme focusing on independent iFas 

and internships for graduating students. 

 … stocKbroKer programme: in partnership with 

coronation, investec asset management, old 

mutual investments, prudential, sanlam investments 

and stanlib. Focused on working with black owned 

stockbrokers. 

 … liberty: a total of 4 programmes focused on sd, ed, 

and 2 intermediary programmes.

our business model has allowed us to meet the individual 

needs of smes and intermediaries while at the same time 

cover relevant topics that all businesses face. the model 

is constructed of:

 … mentorship 

 … specialist coaches

 … specialists projects

 … bootcamps and workshops 

we would like to thank the sponsors, asisa trustees and 

the businesses we have worked with for the continued 

support and willingness to embrace change. 
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ownership

asisa
Foundation

asisa esd 
manco

other
investors

other
investors

asisa member 
Foundations

asisa esd 
trust 1

asisa esd 
trust 2

100% 
shareholding

Supplier development

44.4% 
shareholding

43.6%

49%

12%

51% 
shareholding
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structure and
governance

board oF 
directors

investment 
committee

board oF 
trustees 

(exco)

asisa 
members

asisa 
members

usaid
pace

programme 
steering 

committees

asisa
Foundation

Funds

trust 1

trust 2

asisa esd 
manco
Overall oversight

supplier 
development 

proJects

Governance and 
representation

Governance and 
representation

Loan/equity 
funding

investment 
manager
Deployment

investment 
manager
Deployment

Grant funding

Grant funding

Funding
R227m

Capital 
raised
R531m

Funders and 
Programme Manager
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board
overview

investment committee
overview

the asisa enterprise and supplier development (esd) initiative comprises three entities:

the asisa enterprise development Fund trust, the asisa supplier development Fund trust and asisa 

esd proprietary limited, which is the management company (manco). the manco board has the 

governance responsibility for the trusts and is supported by the investment committee.

the board has decided it needs no other committees and handles the work required

in respect of audit, risk, compliance, and ethics itself.

in the year under review, assets under management earmarked for sme investments increased to

r531 million, of which more than 60% has been committed (r327million). the investment portfolio 

held 34 investee companies at the end of February 2020. For sme development programmes, the 

board saw an additional r60 million in funding raised with a further r66 million in funding deployed 

across a portfolio of 12 programmes. all in all, across all initiatives, 735 small and medium businesses 

have been impacted realising 29% revenue growth and the creation of over 1 000 jobs. prospects for 

the next financial year are likely to be muted as south africa faces significant headwinds. nonetheless 

there are opportunities for investment and business acceleration in small businesses in sectors such as 

technology and health that could unlock growth potential and create jobs. 

thank you to my fellow board members for your dedication, commitment, independent thought, and 

ethical leadership. also, many thanks to the management teams of edge growth and asisa for their 

innovation and professionalism, which makes it all possible. 

the asisa esd investment committee evaluates and approves the deployment of loan and 

equity capital into black-owned small and medium enterprises (smes) that are asisa member 

supply chain aligned. the majority of enterprises included in the esd investment portfolio have 

performed extremely well during the period under review, delivering growth in revenue as well as 

job numbers as a direct result of the funding received together with post investment support. 

the asisa esd initiative was established by asisa with the support of our members to unlock 

the growth potential of south africa’s sme sector within member supply chains through the 

development and funding of high-potential black owned smes. in addition, these businesses are 

given access to market through exposure to the wider asisa member universe. it is extremely 

fulfilling to be part of this initiative, which is making a tangible difference where it matters most, 

namely achieving inclusive growth.

i would like to thank the members of this committee for the time and effort dedicated to this 

worthwhile initiative. i would also like to commend the edge growth team for the detailed and 

professional support to the investment committee, which makes our work so much easier. 

ingrid goodspeed
Governing Board Chair

leon campher
Investment Committee 
Chair
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LEON CAMPHER
CEO, ASISA

MikE HERRiNgtON
Executive Director,
Global Entrepreneurship Monitor; 
UCT Entrepreneurship Head

HANNEkE LOUW
Corporate Finance and 
Investments, Santam

JAMEs HOWARd
Portfolio Manager,
Future Growth

RiAZ gARdEE
Head of  Corportate Finance, 
Liberty

tAskEEN isMAEL
Corporate Finance Manager,
Old Mutual

JOHN stURgEON
Group Executive, Corp 
Finance, Liberty Holdings 
LTD; Chairperson of  Audit 
and Risk Committee

iNgRid gOOdsPEEd
Non-Executive Director

NiRAJ gUdkA 
Chief  Operating Officer,
PSG Konsult

ROdgER WALtER 
Chief  Financial Officer, ASISA

kENEiLOE sELAMOLELA 
Chief  Transformation Officer,
OUTsurance

dALtON dAtECHONg 
Procurement - Group Finance,
Liberty

ZULFA ABdURAHMAN 
Chief  Risk Officer,
Old Mutual

RAY-ANN sEdREs
Head of  Sustainability,
Santam 

LEHLOHONOLO 
MOkOMELA
Group Transformation 
Head, MMI Holdings

RUtH BENJAMiN-sWALEs
CEO, ASISA Foundation

FRANCOis AdRiAAN
Senior Policy Advisor, ASISA

sCHALk FOURiE
Non-Executive Director

our initiatives are governed by a board of directors representing industry and 

government with more than 200 combined years of specialist experience in financial 

services, governance, fund management, procurement and transformation.

board oF 
directors

our investment committee is responsible for evaluating and approving the Fund’s 

portfolio of investments and boasts investment professionals with experience in 

private equity, smes and developmental investing.

investment 
committee
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impact achievements 
since inception
we are proud of the impact we 

have created. the image below 

summarises our achievements.

4324 Jobs 
supported
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waste not,
want not

waste want was started as a small family recycling 

business in 2010 operating out of a garage. anthony 

and lydia Jardine realised the desperate need for more 

recycling services in cape town’s rapidly growing 

communities, particularly in the informal areas, where 

approximately 10% of waste is recycled and the remaining 

90% disposed of in landfills. waste want quickly 

expanded from the garage to an independent property in 

stikland to handle the volumes coming in.

identiFying potential For growth

in 2014, waste want was recognised by the asisa esd 

Fund as an sme set to make a solid contribution to local 

economy and at the same time, deal with the challenges 

of waste disposal in high-density informal settlement. 

in order to expand their offering and services and fulfil 

their mission, waste want needed: 

 … to expand their premises in order to handle large 

volumes of waste

 … specialised equipment for effective waste processing

 … Financial management optimisation 

 … data analysis to inform process flows

 … employee buy-in and ownership 

 … reviews of reporting structure and process to inform 

strategy

implementing a structured approach

the asisa esd fund took a three-phase approach: 

 … creating room for growth: injecting funding into the 

business to assist them to acquire vehicles, machinery 

and put down a rental deposit for a second 3000+ m2 

industrial property in elsie’s river. 

 … optimisation of business processes: mentoring waste 

want’s key personnel in financial management, 

reporting interventions, business cost optimisation 

and even business model audits, helping them to use 

data collection to drive their business decisions and 

create productive process flows. 

 … development of an organisational culture: through 

a consultative process, waste want identified the 

importance of creating a culture of ownership. 

the fund’s consultants assisted with a strategy to 

decentralise leadership and empower individuals, 

workshopping how to create workplace rhythms for 

meetings, inculcate the importance of metrics and a 

sense of contributing to the greater picture.

 … engagement with local community: as waste want 

expanded, they drew employees from the informal 

areas to meet their staffing needs. 

 … expansion on solid foundations: during the 2020 

financial year, the asisa esd Fund provided a second 

cash investment, with which waste want purchased a 

larger 3483.9 m2 property in the north east of philippi 

and was able to contract for recycling tenders from 

city of cape town and helderberg. a professional 

material recoverables Facility was installed along 

with an expanded processing facility to handle 

recycling from the surrounding communities.

seeing transFormation in action 

today waste want is a strong job creator within 

its local community (supporting over 100 employees 

during busy periods) and is recognised for its excellent 

waste management and recycling, generation of useful 

waste products and its work with youth to encourage 

recycling.

investment into a family recycling business 
creates jobs and helps clean up communities

13.
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women
at worK

tcJ auto body was founded in 2008 by ms Zareena 

Jocobs who is a dynamic lady with a passion for the 

automotive industry. not afraid to enter a male-

dominated industry, she’s grown tcJ auto body from a 

small one-garage workshop into a 2000 square metre 

business on the west rand fully equipped to handle all 

major and non-structural auto body repairs.  

bacKing an entrepreneur who is leading the 

way For women 

in 2019 tcJ came to the attention of the Kwande 

programme run by outsurance and managed by sme-

enabler edge growth. tcJ was invited to join the 

programme which is aimed at scaling smes to their full 

potential through access to funding, skills and markets. was 

invited to join the programme which is aimed at scaling 

smes to their full potential through access to funding, skills 

and markets.  

tcJ’s business competitiveness is firmly embedded in the 

company’s emphasis on valuing their employees as much as 

their clients. tcJ has built an enviable market reputation 

based on that quality and service and is ably led by 

founder ms Jacobs.  

springboarding an sme poised For growth  

the asisa sd trust strategically invested a sum of 

r3,000,000 in June 2019, enabling tcJ to purchase 

equipment and set up working capital which will help 

the business become an oem-approved repairer and 

allow for effective management of operational costs to 

ensure profitability, without compromising on service and 

workmanship. 

edge growth teams also worked with tcJ to review 

business development strategies and optimise finance 

management. Key to this process was input from an mbr 

specialist who assisted with mentoring and updates to 

inventory management processes.  

taKing pole position For the Future 

tcJ has seen revenue growth of 44% since the Fund’s 

investment in June 2019. exciting new developments are 

underway with a partnership with santam that will add 

an additional revenue stream. tcJ’s emphasis on the 

value their employees bring to the business has seen their 

team upskilled on the latest technology and opens the 

opportunity to expand employment opportunities. 

 it’s clear that tcJ auto body is strategically poised 

for growth and transformation in the auto body repair 

industry. it’s also exciting to see a company that is actively 

creating space for the emergence of other black women-

owned businesses in south africa. 

entrepreneur steers autobody repair business 
into success and sustainability 
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iFa programme
Main sponsors being Allan Gray, Coronation, 

Investec Asset Management and Prudential. 

Additional contributions made by Argon, Colourfield, 

FutureGrowth, Gray Swan, OMIG, PSG, Swiss Re, 

Sygnia Asset Management, Taquanta,

inseta 

liberty

mmh
Metropolitan and Momentum

outsurance

sanlam esd programme
Contributions made by Sanlam Foundation,

Santam and Sanlam Investments 

stocKbroKer programme
Main sponsors being Coronation, Investec Asset 

Management, Old Mutual Investments, Prudential, 

Sanlam Investments and Stanlib.

Additional contributions made by Kagiso



liberty bwo 
programme

liberty launched its first black-woman owned 

(bwo) intermediary development programme in 

2019 under the blue skies esd banner.

the programme focused on providing support to 

black-woman owned independent intermediaries 

with the aim of enhancing liberty’s and the 

industry’s distribution channels and enhancing the 

development on black-woman-owned brokerages 

through customized business development support.

nine black-woman owned independent 

intermediaries were selected and provided with 

specialised business development support for a 

period of 10 months from april 2019 to January 2020.

“the program came at the right time 
to help me clarify and capacitate 
my business with sme management 
skills. being part of a community of 
fellow sme’s is very encouraging 
and uplifting. i have learnt a lot 
starting from people management to 
financial management and resilience. 
managed to build a new product 
and reposition myself in the Financial 
coaching and Financial wellness 
market. this differentiating position 
received radio interview exposure 
on Kaya Fm recently and traction is 
slowly coming in. this year has been 
extremely tough on multiple fronts 
and the program helped me survive 
these setbacks and to keep going 
and constantly pursuing new avenues. 
having pieter as my mentor was one 
of the best things that could have 
ever happened to me.”

nonhlanhla nxele

Tokoloho Financial Services
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iFa programme
Main sponsors being Allan Gray, Coronation, 

Investec Asset Management and Prudential. 

Additional contributions made by Argon, Colourfield, 

FutureGrowth, Gray Swan, OMIG, PSG, Swiss Re, 

Sygnia Asset Management, Taquanta,

inseta 

liberty

mmh
Metropolitan and Momentum

outsurance

sanlam esd programme
Contributions made by Sanlam Foundation,

Santam and Sanlam Investments 

stocKbroKer programme
Main sponsors being Coronation, Investec Asset 

Management, Old Mutual Investments, Prudential, 

Sanlam Investments and Stanlib.

Additional contributions made by Kagiso
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outsurance
Kwande programme
“i would like to take this opportunity 
to thank my mentor. his input with 
the business development support 
provided insights that will ensure 
my business continues to grow post 
the programme. the interventions 
and recommend-ations were 
appropriately developed and were 
fit for my business. my mentor always 
availed himself and always willing to 
go the extra mile. entrepreneurship is 
a very lonely road – this mentorship 
has surpassed my expectations.” 

indrani govender

Ricinz Construction

19.

outsurance’s e&sd programme was initiated in 

February 2019 and formally launched as the Kwande 

programme in april 2019.

the programme is a 24-month programme providing 

business development support to 28 smes - all of which 

are within outsurance’s supply chain. these businesses 

include 8 mbrs, 14 towers and 6 non-motor smes 

ranging from plumbers, builders, electricians, and other 

artisans. 

 its first year of implementation, great outcomes were 

highlighted including key learnings noted to help inform 

the improvement of the second year of the programme. 

as part of the first year a total of 29 full-time and 10 

part-time jobs were created by the programme smes, 

the average sme revenue increased by 14% while 

profit increased by an average of 17%. with this said, 

the programme had an sme commitment rate of 100% 

with no fall offs.

all smes that took part in year 1 of the programme 

have since been graduated to form part of year 2 of 

the programme set to kick-off on the first of april 2020.



acceleration
highlights
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Main sponsors being Allan Gray, Coronation, 

Investec Asset Management and Prudential. 
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Sygnia Asset Management, Taquanta,
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Santam and Sanlam Investments 

stocKbroKer programme
Main sponsors being Coronation, Investec Asset 

Management, Old Mutual Investments, Prudential, 

Sanlam Investments and Stanlib.

Additional contributions made by Kagiso



sanlam esd 
programme

sanlam’s enterprise and supplier development (esd) 

programme was initiated in July 2013 to support 

the strategic growth and development of small and 

medium enterprises linked to sanlam’s supply chain 

and distribution networks.

the programme targets the creation of shared 

value for sanlam, the industry and south africa by 

providing best practice enterprise and supplier 

development (esd) support, demonstrating sanlam’s 

commitment to uplifting south africa by promoting 

sustainable development and job creation.

the intent of the sanlam esd programme is to 

transform, develop and grow sanlam’s distribution 

network and supply chain through the creation 

and support of an environment fostering financial 

resilience and sustainability for high potential 

businesses.

“having a mentor is like having a 
compass that help you navigate 
your business to the next level. rise 
uniforms created 13 jobs between 
2018 (start of the programme) and 
2019 (end of the programme). this 
is no small outcome. the sanlam 
programme is a structured programme 
in which measurement of achievements 
is the key of the programme, rise 
uniforms main objective during the 
programme was to increase sales 
which resulted in us having to increase 
our capacity, and that resulted 
in us having to create more job 
opportunities. the program is built 
around your business is not one size 
fits all – you and your mentor  get 
to identify the project you will be 
implementing in your business and it’s 
not imposed on you, therefore the 
program directly addresses the gaps 
identified in your business.”

ntombi nonxuba

Rise Uniforms
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countering
covid-19

the covid-19 pandemic and the subsequent steps 

taken by the government to aggressively slow 

the spread of the sars-cov-2 virus have had a 

debilitating impact on many of the country’s smes. 

however, there are also those who were well 

positioned to seize the opportunity as a growth 

trajectory by making a positive contribution 

towards helping society deal with covid-19 related 

challenges. we would like to share with you the 

inspiring stories of three of the majority black owned 

smes supported by the esd initiative that were in a 

position to shift into top gear as the pandemic started 

unfolding in south africa.
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iyeZa health
iyeza health evolved from “iyeza express” – a bicycle courier business founded in 2013 by sizwe 

nzima. since then the business has together with siraaj adams, a former metropolitan health 

manager with a wealth of pharmaceutical experience, they have since developed the business into 

a growing cape town based pharmaceutical logistics company.

with the help of funding from the asisa esd initiative in december 2018, iyeza health was able to acquire delivery 

vehicles, bicycles and other items required for the growth of the business. iyeza health was also provided with working 

capital in February 2019 for their “i-health” pharmacy.

since the start of the covid-19 pandemic in south africa, the demand for iyeza health’s door-to-door medicine 

delivery service has surged. monthly deliveries now exceed 100 000. between 9 and 20 march alone, 25 additional 

private pharmacies signed up with iyeza logistics. iyeza health is also partnering with corporates to deliver 

pharmaceutical products such as family planning medication and screening devices to their employees working from 

home. in the public health sector, several clinic pharmacies in cape town have called on iyeza health to assist with 

delivering chronic medication to patients.

recomed
the asisa esd initiative recognised the growth potential of online healthcare bookings 

platform recomed in 2016 and has been supporting the company with growth funding and 

development for the past four years. the platform was launched in 2013 by experienced tech founder, sheraan amod. 

since then recomed has grown into south africa’s largest online medical booking platform, enabling patients to find a 

wide range of general and specialist healthcare providers near them and make bookings online.

with the spread of the covid-19 pandemic to south africa, recomed has recorded an increase of 30% in online 

bookings during march 2020, with 3 290 appointments booked on monday, 16 march, alone. the booking of medical 

assessments for insurance purposes is excluded from the recomed offering until lockdown restrictions are lifted.

em guidance
the asisa esd initiative included essential medical guidance (emguidance) in its 

investment portfolio in december 2018. launched in 2012, emguidance is a black-owned 

technology business, which provides healthcare professionals with access to evidence-based medicine resources, 

clinical guidelines as well as clinical decision support tools.

in response to the covid-19 pandemic, emguidance significantly ramped up its operations to support the more than 

25 000 south african healthcare professionals and over 5 000 global users with comprehensive relevant and trusted 

information. instead of having to source and verify information from numerous sources, healthcare providers can 

access relevant clinical and pharmaceutical information via emguidance.

emguidance continues working with local healthcare authorities and experts in expanding practical covid-19 related 

content, protocols and care coordination information. the platform is also working towards publishing region specific 

covid-19 guidance relevant for global users.
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vision 2021
and beyond

capacity building
ensure the continued growth and sustainability of the smes we support by

providing best practice business development support. 

deployment
continue to invest in the growth of smes through financial support and developmental 

programmes to create further shared value for our funders, investees and society. 

capital raising
raise additional funding for the continued support of

sme development initiatives in support of our industry and nation. 

empowerment
ensure the optimal alignment of our initiatives to regulatory, compliance and 

transformation outcomes that marry the spirit and intent of the bee code.

success stories
create financial and reputational benefit for funders

by delivering high impact success stories.

leading practice
align to broader stakeholder priorities with regard to
leading practice enterprise and supplier development.

covid support
provide specific support to businesses struggling through the covid environment, 

including funding and business development support.
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our
Funders

we wish to extend our sincere gratitude to our funders 

for their support of asisa’s enterprise and supplier 

development activities (since inception).
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www.asisaesd.org.za

slade house, second Floor, boundary terraces

1 mariendahl lane newlands 7700

+27 (0)21 671 2658

asisaesdfund@edgegrowth.com


